Firm Overview

Our firm, Baker McKenzie Bangkok, is the largest full-service firm in Thailand with over 200 lawyers. Since 1977 we have helped companies effectively navigate challenging and changing times. Moreover, we facilitated the successful entry of many Fortune 500 brands into the country, and we have also helped local businesses thrive internationally, particularly in the areas of real estate, mergers and acquisitions, and banking and finance. Our office provides practical support and innovative solutions that meet business needs and bottom line issues, and is consistently recognized among the leading law firms in Thailand.

Service

- Administrative & Constitutional
- Banking and Finance
- Capital Markets
- Construction
- Corporate & Commercial
- Corporate & Debt Restructuring
- Dispute Resolution
- Environment
- Insurance
- Intellectual Property
- International Trade, Compliance & Customs
- IT/E-Commerce
- Labour & Employment
- Natural Resources

Experience

Our intellectual property practice group provides Thai and international clients with a full range of IP services, including our awarded-winning patent-related services.

With qualified patent attorneys and specialists, we offer clients a market-leading set of patent capabilities. In addition to holistic management of patent portfolios for multinational companies in Thailand and those of Thai companies doing business abroad, we have experience in providing the following services on both a local, regional and global scale, taking into consideration the specific requirements of multiple jurisdictions.

- Drafting patent specifications
- Filing and prosecuting PCT and/or national-phase patent applications
- Patent opposition and invalidation
- Advising, drafting, and negotiating R&D contracts including licensing and cross-licensing agreements, technology transfer and material transfer agreement involving complex technologies

Our lawyers and patent specialists also have significant experience advising clients on

- experimental design for new inventions, patent landscape, patentability, validity and freedom to operate (FTO) assessments
- patent strategy and policy, including patent risk management
- patent due diligence in commercial transactions.

Awards

- Most Responsive Firm of the Year 2017, Inhouse Community Counsels of the Year Awards
- Thailand Law Firm of the Year 2016, Chambers Asia Pacific
- Ranked Band 1 for IP 2009 – 2016: Chambers Global
- Ranked Band 1 for IT/C 2016: Chambers Global
- Named Thai Firm of the Year 2016 and 2017: Managing IP
- Ranked Tier 1 for Patents in Asia Legal Business IP 2017
- Gold Status for Patents in IAM Patent 1000 2016
- Ranked Tier for Patents in ALB Asia Rankings

Contact Us

990 Abdulrahim Place, 5th Floor and 21st - 25th Floors
Rama IV Road, Silom, Bangrak, Bangkok 10500
Tel: 02 - 636 - 2000
Fax: 02 - 636 - 2111
Experience
Chansin works closely with the Economic Crime Suppression Division of the Royal Thai Police, and with officials from the Department of Special Investigation and the Thai Customs Department. These established relationships allow for the coordination and guiding of investigators to obtain credible evidence against alleged counterfeiters and infringers.

Career
Chansin Tangburanakij is a partner in the Firm's Intellectual Property Practice Group who joined Baker McKenzie's Bangkok office in 2000. His main areas of practice include infringement and anti-counterfeiting matters involving trademarks, copyrights and patents. He also advises on trade secrets and passing-off, enforcement actions against importers and distributors of counterfeit products, look-alikes and those using unauthorized names and devices; as well as on conducting market monitoring and in-depth investigations within Thailand. Prior to joining Baker McKenzie, Chansin was a full-time law lecturer at Thailand's Assumption University focusing on general and commercial law. He has retained his ties to Assumption University as a part-time law lecturer on international business and transactions for its Masters of Law program.

Name-Surname: Radeemada Mungkarndee, Ph.D., LL.B.
Position: Attorney-at-Law
Telephone number: +66 (0) 2636 2000 ext. 4591
E-mail: Radeemada.Mungkarndee@bakermckenzie.com

Experience
Radeemada advises clients on the whole IP process, starting from creation, protection, commercialization and enforcement. Also, she provides advice on IP strategy and policy establishment, experimental design for new inventions, drafting specifications and prosecuting patent applications in various jurisdictions, strategic management to assess and mitigate IP risk, safeguarding trade secrets, optimal IP portfolio management, IP valuation and royalty determination. Moreover, advising clients on a variety of technologies and industries, including those pertaining to chemical, oil and gas, materials, pharmaceuticals, biomedical, nanotechnology, automotive, textile and electronics.

Career
With more than 16 years experience both in law firms and in-house for corporate in the industrial sector focusing in the field of intellectual property, Radeemada joined our Bangkok office in 2016. Her main areas of practice include patents, trade secrets, and commercial and transactional IP for international and domestic clients. Radeemada has both technical and legal backgrounds. She is able to provide advice to diverse clients in a variety of technical fields.